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This is not at all meant as a dismissal of their value as they were never 
expected to be sufficient by themselves. The tools are valuable as they can 
provide a simple and relatively standardized means to raise possible red flags 
to prompt further investigation for clinical decision-making purposes.  This 
actually holds true, in my experience, not only when the screens trigger as 
positive but also when they are negative.  Probably anyone who has used a 
screening tool has - at times - after a negative screening result, experienced 
lingering concerns and/or a desire to know more to feel more secure in their 
clinical judgment.  The next slide conveys the value of suicide screening tools.
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1) Identify yourself and your purpose in a courteous and professional 
manner.

2) Talk openly and directly
3) Discuss confidentiality and under what circumstances it may need to be 

broken – e.g.,  if there is imminent risk to self or others with imminent 
intent to act on homicidal or suicidal thoughts/plans.   Reinforce that 
having suicidal ideations does not necessarily result in an automatic 
hospitalization.

4) The suicidal client is in crisis – use simple and direct language when asking 
questions and making suggestions – e.g., “Do you have a plan for how you 
would kill yourself?”

5) Project calm even if you are understandably anxious . The 
goal of the assessment is the safety of the client and 
helping them to feel safe/comfortable to communicate 
openly with you in order to achieve that goal (not CYA).

6) Approach from a “I want to listen to you and understand 
what you are saying and feeling so that we can together 
figure out what is the best plan.”

7)  Identify/reveal your concerns and what triggered them –
the patient may find it a relief/reassuring that you picked up on 
the clues (maybe especially if the patient did not recognize 
them as concerning).  Don’t keep it to yourself.
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14)  Don’t assume that patients know your terminology.  They 
might be hesitant to answer a question out of fear of appearing 
“ignorant”/”stupid.”

15) LISTEN, RESPOND, FOCUS on what is being said/displayed rather 
than filling out an assessment form.  Explore in greater depth 
(and document) any statements or other data that make you 
feel uneasy

16) CONTRACTS FOR SAFETY DO NOT WORK.  
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Some clues to watch for during the assessment: 

1)  Lack of future planning

2)  Reporting isolative behaviors

3)  Giving things away, settling financial/business/social 
commitments/affairs, etc.

4)   Poor eye contact

5) Inconsistencies in patient’s responses within the 
interview – see #9 on next slide for additional 
considerations

6) Abrupt mood change to upbeat/elevated mood – for 
some this is evidence that they have accepted that they 
will commit suicide and they will feel some emotional 
“relief” from that acceptance.

Informal scales are only useful in context – e.g., 1-10 (10= worst 
[clarify this as many will not hear and believe 10 is a “good” 
score]). The patient says that their self-perceived level of 
suicidal ideation at the time is 5/10.  Sounds bad (and isn’t 
great) but ask the following several questions:  What is your 
usual level off SI/intent?  When was the last time you felt the 
level was lower than 5?  What was it when/if you actually ever 
attempted suicide?  Was the level similar before you acted in 
previous/multiple attempts?  Acknowledge your concern about 
the 5 but ask them if that reflects, in their opinion, a significant 
imminent risk of suicidal behavior.  The point is – what if they 
perceive their baseline level of SI/intent to be 8/10 or 9/10?  
What if that day is a good day or seeking help has helped them 
feel better and the 5/10 score is a relief?
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Don’t scoff at/dismiss risks with borderline or histrionic 
personality disorder histories – again, “oh, that’s just Francis 
being Francis”, “childish”/unrealistic plans, actual children 
expressing SI (holding their breath may not be a feasible mode 
of suicide but their intent may be very real and they may work 
out a way to achieve lack of breathing), histories of dozens of 
various previous “unsuccessful” attempts (i.e., “they’re doing it 
for attention – they won’t do it [even if accurate for the given 
individual, mistakes/unintended deaths do happen]”)
The person may not believe that a given method will be lethal 
but it actually can be – e.g., some do not think an 
acetaminophen/Tylenol overdose can be serious/deadly.

Problematic assessment Intervention: Don’t ask the patient what they would do to commit suicide with 
the goal to induce them into making statements that can justify an involuntary admission when reported 
out of context.  E.g., patient says – “I am not suicidal.”  You say “Okay, but if you were…how would you do 
it?”  Patient  responds – “I don’t know, maybe shoot myself?”   You document “Patient with plan to shoot 
self” and fill out a pink slip for an involuntary admission…  Sadly, this happens.

Consequences: I have been the recipient of numerous faulty referrals that stripped patients of their 
freedom/rights and they were understandably quite angry.  Perhaps equally problematic are the 
numerous resultant threats to never see that provider or return to that referring treatment facility ever 
again due to the loss of trust.  It also initiates the inpatient treatment team’s interactions on a sour note. 
There is little option to do other than maintain the hospitalization while further investigation is pursued.  
If the person lives in the local area and has limited transportation or coverage options, then dropping out 
of treatment with the most readily available/accessible provider ramps also increases future risk levels.
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6) In my opinion, the actual documentation in the clinical record of the screening tool(s) utilized is needed.  
Add clarifying narrative if needed if any of the information is ambiguous or there are concerns about its 
reliability (e.g., due to a lack of records,  suspected or confirmed cognitive issues or inconsistencies)
7) Do not try to avoid having to complete the sometimes more extensive assessment tools  (e.g., the CSRE 
after a positive C-SSRS) – ignoring or “spinning” data/clinical clues. 
8) Beware of patients recanting/changing the history that resulted in the patient seeing you/others –
often done to try to avoid involuntary hospitalization or, at times, your prevention of their suicide.
9) Document all sources of contributing information [Note: discuss episode with allegedly “too much” 

documentation]
10)   Document access to means – drugs/alcohol. guns, knives, ropes, bodies of water, etc.
11)   Document rationale(s) for interventions (or the lack thereof)

12)  Explore and document all statements or revelations that make you feel uneasy
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